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S
ingle-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) are the real world realizations
of idealized one-dimensional materi-

als, and their interactions with light are espe-
cially interesting and promising. Their uni-
que properties suggest potential in optoelec-
tronic applications, for example, as UV�
vis�NIR light detectors, as tunable optical
filters, and as NIR light sources, with the
prospect of compatibility with inexpensive,
large-scale printed processes. Recently, re-
search in optical properties has shifted from
investigations of intrinsic luminescent prop-
erties of pristine tubes toward the extrinsic
effects which can transform them. Here, ex-
trinsic behavior is photoinduced. Most, if not
all, organic materials photodegrade, and
while they are not strictly speaking organic
(since they are purely carbon), nanotubes are
also changed by illumination. This is impor-
tant from a basic science point of view and
because some devices, such as nanotube
lasers, may operate in intense optical fields.
In this paper, we show how air-sus-

pended single-walled carbon nanotubes
are affected by the excitation intensity of
visible light using single nanotube PL imag-
ing spectroscopy. The choice of air-sus-
pended SWNTs is important because they
are probably the closest real world approx-
imation to the theoretical ideal of pristine
isolated nanotubes. Even so, nanotubes
cannot be considered independently of
their environment. We find that at very
low excitation power densities the lumines-
cence is photostable, has high quantum
efficiency, and emission is concentrated in
one principal wavelength (E11). In air ambi-
ent, at slightly higher illumination intensi-
ties, we find that there is a small, gra-
dual band gap red shift, followed by an
onset of blinking, and reduction in qua-
ntum efficiency. With more intense or pro-
longed illumination, blinking becomes ever
more vigorous, until the quantum efficiency

collapses, bright deep levels are created,
and the tube becomes much darker,
typically becoming relatively photostable
again at these lower brightness levels. We
propose a picture in which light-induced
physisorption is responsible for the red
shift and light-induced chemisorption
causes the blinking, loss of quantum effi-
ciency, and deep level emission through
the creation of defect sites. In this picture,
photoexcited nanotubes are not simply
passively changed by their environment,
but rather they actively interact with the
environment and are altered by it. Experi-
mental details about sample preparation
and PL imaging setup and measurement
parameters are provided in the Methods
section.
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ABSTRACT

Individual air-suspended single-walled carbon nanotubes are imaged both spatially and

spectrally in photoluminescence. At low excitation power, photoluminescence is bright and

stable with high quantum efficiency; however, higher power initially causes a gradual red shift

and then more severe changes. Blinking, the loss of quantum efficiency, and the appearance of

new deep levels are all seen and can be explained by the introduction of defects. We propose

that optical excitation induces molecular deposition onto the nanotube by optically induced

van der Waals interactions, leading to physisorption and ultimately chemisorption which

severely degrades the luminescence.

KEYWORDS: single-walled carbon nanotube . photoluminescence . exciton .
quantum efficiency . band gap shift . van der Waals interaction
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RESULTS

Figure 1 shows how the excitation power affects the
luminescence of a very bright nanotube. An isolated
luminescent nanotube was found at an intermediate
excitation power. The laser was blocked, and then the
laser power swept from low excitation power to full
power. Excitation was with a 405 nm laser, though we
have observed similar effects at other wavelengths in
air ambient. Each data point was integrated here for
200 ms, with each laser power sampled for several
seconds. Figure 1a shows the segment at slightly
reduced power, and though it has already sustained
some damage at this point, it is still very bright. After
the first sweep, the excitation was held at the fixed
maximum power for approximately 3 min. During this
time, the tube was blinking and visibly dimmed by
almost 2 orders of magnitude. Then the laser power
was swept as before. Figure 1b shows the same
nanotube at the same power after the second sweep.
The formerly very bright segment is barely visible.
Some less damaged segments are visible at the edges

of the spot where the laser intensity is lower. Although
dark segments can sometimes become temporarily
brighter, for example, through blinking, these seg-
ments are likely only visible because the laser spot,
which has small spatial inhomogeneities, was adjusted
prior to the second sweep.
Figure 1c shows how the integrated PL intensity

evolved with laser power for a 5.3 μm long bright
segment. The excitation power is given in photons/unit
area, assuming uniform illumination in the spot. In fact,
the spot is not uniform, and this actual power density at
the tube could be somewhat lower (see Methods). The
emission power is given in photons/unit length where
we have plotted total (4π steradian) PL emission,
where we have corrected with a factor for numerical
aperture and instrumental response (see Methods
for details).
At low excitation intensities, the PL intensity in-

creases nearly linearly with excitation power density.
The undamaged tube is shown in black. The dotted line
is a linear fit, with best fit y = (7.02 ( 0.07) � 10�5x,
where x is power in photons/s/μm2 and y is intensity in
photons/s/μm. A slightly better fit can be obtained
with a power law, with y = (0.009 ( 0.003)x0.81(0.01.
Once the excitation intensity exceeds about 4 � 1011

photons/s/μm2, the tube begins blinking dramatically,
as can be seen by the increasingly wide scatter in
brightness at high power. At the same time, there is a
significant loss in quantum efficiency as the points
deviate more and more from a straight line, dropping
well below linearity. Plotting the brightness on a log
scale like this tends to minimize the significance of the
blinking. In terms of linear intensity, the blinking range
from dimmest to brightest is approximately a factor
of 5. It is important to note that this is actually a low
excitation intensity from the point of view of many
optical experiments such as point by point Ramanor PL
spectroscopy since often a tightly focused spot is used
and certainly compared to pulsed excitation for dynam-
ical studies. For reference, for a tightly focused 1 μm
diameter spot, this threshold for blinking corresponds
to less than 0.2 μW incident power. There are already
some small fluctuations even at low power for the
undamaged nanotube, and this is likely the conse-
quence of the tube already suffering some damage
due to light exposure before the sweep.
Blinking in nanotube fluorescence has recently seen

a surge of interest. Blinking in short (∼200 nm)micelle-
encapsulated nanotubes on surfaces was seen early
on1,2 and has been attributed to charge trapping.
Intensity fluctuations in some air-suspended nano-
tubes were also recognized early on in spatially re-
solved imaging of long nanotubes.3 Blinking was
induced for nanotubes in solutionwith acid treatments
and recognized to have stepwise characteristics.4 High
intensity illumination was found to induce blinking in
surface tubes and attributed to the creation of defect

Figure 1. Laser illumination transforms apristine SWNT into
a damaged SWNT. (a) Bright suspended segments (arrow) of
an individual long SWNT suspended over multiple seg-
ments of a quartz grating. Excitation was in the violet
(405 nm) with a power with 1.4 mW incident on a 56 μm
diameter spot, for a mean power density of 0.56 μW/μm2 or
1.2 � 1012 photons/μm2/s. The intensity scale is in counts.
See Methods for conversion into photons. The integration
time was 0.2 s. (b) Same region under similar conditions
after exposure to 0.64 μW/μm2 or 1.3� 1012 photons/μm2/s
for approximately 3 min. The focus and spot position was
adjusted slightly to try to maximize the signal from the
photodamaged part. (c) PL intensity versus 405 nm laser
power density for undamaged nanotube (black) versus the
damaged nanotube (red). Data were taken with power
increasing for both traces. The best fit linear scaling over a
limited range is traced by a dotted line. The best fit power
law over the same range is illustrated by the solid line.
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states related to chemisorption of oxygen.5,6 Stepwise
blinking was found to occur for freely suspended
nanotubes in oxygen ambient, but not in vacuum or
in argon, and attributed to defect levels introduced by
doping.7 Capping layers were found to reduce blinking
on surface nanotubes, presumably because they act as
diffusion barriers.8 Very recently, while this paper was
under review, it was reported that elevated laser
powers increase stepwise blinking frequency in mi-
celle-encapsulated nanotubes.9 Also very recently, re-
latively long (several micrometers) micelle-encap-
sulated nanotubes in solution have been imaged in
photoluminescence while being chemically attacked
to induce blinking. This enabled spatial and temporal
correlations to be examined and interpreted in terms
of adsorbate attachment�detachment-induced de-
fects and their diffusion.10

Here, the postdamage sweep in red (Figure 1c)
shows that 3 min exposure has reduced the tube
brightness by a factor of almost 20�. After the damage,
the PL intensity still scales linearly. The dotted red line
is a linear fit, with best fit y = (4.16( 0.03)� 10�6x, and
an only marginally better fit is the solid red power law
y = (2.9 ( 0.9) � 10�5x0.92(0.01

fit. The damaged tube
still blinks at higher excitation powers and is also less
stable at lower powers. In the linear regimes, the
photodamaged tube is precisely 17� dimmer than
the pristine tube. However, aside from being much
dimmer and blinking more, it could easily be mistaken
for a pristine nanotube.
The slope of the pristine curve necessarily implies a

high quantum efficiency. With a 1 nm geometrical
cross section, even supposing 4% absorption like a
double layer of graphene at this wavelength,11 a quan-
tum efficiency of unity would give a slope 4 � 10�5

photons emitted/μm for photons incident on 1 μm2,
which is a little less than the measured value for the
“pristine” tube in the linear regime. However, the
nonuniformity in illumination is a large source of
experimental error and should reduce the measured
value (see the Methods for details). Previously, we
rigorously estimated the quantum efficiency of air-
suspended nanotubes at 7%; however, this estimate
was made with conservative choices for the average
excitation power, response of the system, and included
“worst-case” reflection from the substrate.3 Recent
reports suggest solution-based nanotubes can have
quantum efficiencies in the 10�30% range.12,13 It is
difficult to compare different quoted quantum effi-
ciencies since they are deteremined using different
methods, with different and not insignificant sources
of error.
What can be said with certainty is that the damaged

tube has much lower quantum efficiency than the
intrinsic pristine nanotube, and many SWNT pre-
paration approaches do cause significant damage.
Ultrasonication, a common step in the production of

nanotube solutions, is well-known to cause severe
damage and even cuts nanotubes. If a tube is blinking
at all, it would seem that it has already been damaged
or doped. However, as can be seen from the red data at
low excitation powers, a damaged nanotube can be

Figure 2. Blinking of a damaged SWNT. (a) Blinking sus-
pended segments of an individual long SWNT suspended
overmultiple segmentsof a quartz grating viewedat an inter-
mediate power, where it is relatively stable with 1.2 mW
incident on a ∼60 μm diameter spot. The intensity scale
is in counts, and the integration time is 0.4 s. See Methods
for conversion to photons. (b) Same region at 7.5 mW
power tracked as a function of time over a period of almost
3 min. The vertical axis is the same spatial scale, while
the horizontal axis shows the time evolution. (c) Graphs of
the time evolution: black, the entire luminescent tube; red,
entire bright segment at the bottom, 3.2 μm (6 pixels) long;
blue, entire bright segment in the middle, 3.2 μm (6 pixels)
long; green, a subset of the bright bottom segment, 1.1 μm (2
pixels) long; cyan, a subset of the middle bright segment, 1.1
μm (2 pixels) long. Stepwise quenching and brightening
events canbeeasily discerned if the luminescent tube lengths
are short. (d) PL intensity versus 405 nm laser power density
for undamaged nanotube (black) versus the damaged nano-
tube (red). Data were taken with power decreasing in both
traces. The best fit linear scaling over a limited range is traced
by a dotted line, and the best power law fit is traced by a solid
line; however, they are close together as to be indistinguish-
able on this scale.
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fairly stable, so one might not easily recognize that a
particular nanotube has been damaged. The idea that
the quantum efficiency is low for nanotubes likely
stems from the fact that most real nanotubes are
doped or defective to a degree that alters their intrinsic
properties and lowers the quantum efficiency.
The actual dynamics of the blinking here is fascinat-

ing. Figure 2 shows how a damaged tube blinks, and
videos of blinking nanotubes are also provided in
Supporting Information. This, a relatively weaker lumi-
nescent tube, was illuminated for 3 min after taking an
initial laser power sweep, this time in decreasing
intensity. Figure 2a shows the tube with the strongest
illumination but still having relatively stable PL emis-
sion, before being seriously damaged. Several inde-
pendently suspended segments are seen. Figure 2b
shows how the intensity evolves as a function of time.
The spatial axis is along the y-axis and has the same
scale as panel a. The time axis is along the horizontal.
Many intriguing effects can be seen. The tube blinks on
and off locally. In some instances, the PL intensity
appears to shift spatially up or down with bright
regions becoming dark and dark regions becoming
light, meaning that it does exhibit spatial correlations.
The blinking, while not periodic, also does not appear
random in time. In one unusual case, we observed
an entire tube to blink repeatedly over 100 μm scales
(see video in Supporting Information). Presumably
such large-scale fluctuations are related to large-scale
changes in the electrostatic environment. The link to
the commonly observed shorter scale fluctuations here
(several micrometer scale) is not entirely clear.
Figure 2c graphs the time evolution of the bright-

ness of the entire tube (black), the bottom bright
segment (red), and the middle bright segment (blue).
The overall trend, as we previously reported for blink-
ing nanotubes, is exponentially down and with smaller
segments showing much larger fluctuations.3 We have
therefore also plotted essentially resolution-limited
spots of 1.1 μm (2 pixels) long from the bottom bright
segment (blue) and middle bright segment (cyan).
Cognet et al. working with short, acid-treated nano-
tubes in solution saw similar jumps and recognized
that, in their case, they are stepwise.4 Such stepwise
jumps are also easily discerned here if a small enough
segment of nanotube is examined (green, cyan). If the
region of interest is on the order of 1 μm long, that is,
comparable to exciton diffusion lengths, the stepwise
quenching events are clear.
There are significant differences, however. As wewill

see more clearly later, before the stepwise plateaus are
fully resolved in time, we see sudden jumps to these
levels down and back up. In Figure 2c, in addition to
stepwise jumps in luminescence intensity, one can also
see sloped plateaus. For example, the cyan trace shows
several gradual linearly increasing plateaus. More rapid

decreasing segments can also be discerned in the
same trace.
Figure 2d shows the evolution of the PL intensity

with laser power. In this case, the traces were taken in
decreasing laser power intensity. Also, fewer data
points were taken per step, with typically 12 data
points per laser power. The data come from the bright
suspended segment at the bottomof Figure 2a, using a
3.3 μm long section. Blinking becomes significant
above 1012 photons/s/μm2, but apart from that, both
the pristine and damaged nanotube show essentially
linear scaling. A dotted line shows the linear fit, a solid
line a power law fit; however, the two are so close as
to be almost indistinguishable on the plot. The linear
best fit is y = (3.02 ( 0.02) � 10�6x, the marginally
better power law fit is y= (9( 2)� 10�6x0.957(0.009. Any
deviation from linearity is below the true experimental
sensitivity. The red curve for the damaged tube is best
fit by the linear y = (1.07 ( 0.01) � 10�6, a negligibly
better power law fit is y = (4 ( 2) � 10�7x1.03(0.02,
essentially converging to linearity. The two curves are
plotted separately but are so close as to be indistin-
guishable on the graph. The net loss in quantum
efficiency with damage here is only a factor of just
under three.
This was not one of the brighter tubes. It seems quite

possible that the brightest nanotubes suffer the great-
est loss in quantum efficiency, perhaps because they
are most closely resonant (for example with E22).
Resonant nanotubes would have higher exciton popu-
lations for a given laser power and so the greatest
opportunity for damage at a given excitation power.
For reference, assuming a geometrical cross section

of 1 nm, and the double-layer graphene absorption of
4% gives an estimate of y = 4 � 10�5x for 100%
quantum efficiency, or equivalently in its undamaged
state, this tube would have 7.5% quantum efficiency.
Here again, uncertainties in excitation power unifor-
mity and in absorption cross section are large, and this
cannot be definitive. However, once again, the unda-
maged nanotube has higher quantum efficiency, and
damaged or undamaged it still shows essentially linear
scaling.
Much more information can be obtained from

imaging spectroscopy, which for a one-dimensional
material is in essence “hyperspectral imaging”, with
spatial and spectral information along orthogonal axes.
Figure 3 shows the spectral evolution which was
typical of many tubes. The 100� objective was used
with 0.4 s integration time. Incident power was 7.5 mW
at 405 nm. Figure 3a shows the spatial image of the
nanotube with several suspended segments visible.
Figure 3b shows a spectrally resolved image of the
same nanotube. Following the same general approach
as ref 3, using the nanotube itself as the slit, a diffrac-
tion grating was used to diffract the light along the
horizontal axis, so the horizontal axis is spectral and the
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vertical axis is spatial with the same scale as in panel a.
The spectral image shown is after 50 s exposure to the
laser at the full power. It can be seen in Figure 3b that
the nanotube is nearly uniform in terms spectral
features, still emitting strong PL at E11.
Figure 3c shows the time evolution of the average

intensity of one of the spots. The full movie is included
as Supporting Information. Spectral evolution over
several minutes is shown. For the first half of the time,
one can see that the PL peak weakens basically as in
the previous examples. A small spectral shift can be
barely discerned over this time; we return to it shortly.
After 2 min, new bright levels are visible at long
wavelengths.
Figure 3d shows theweakening and gradual spectral

shift that occurs before the deep levels appear. This
behavior is very generic, and we have seen it for many
tubes. The initial E11 peak is fit by a Lorentzian centered
at 1158.2 ( 0.5 nm. (The uncertainty quoted here and

throughout assumes a given wavelength calibration.
The actual uncertainty in the absolute calibration is
larger.) After 70 s, before any deep levels are visible, the
peak position has red-shifted to 1169.6 ( 0.7 nm. The
peak broadens by 37% from a fwhm of 30( 1 to 41(
2 nm, and the integrated intensity falls by 6% in this
time.
Figure 3e shows the same two peaks in black and

red, and slices where deep levels were visible in other
colors. The points are the original data, and the lines
are Gaussian fits to the data. The deep levels are
significantly broader than the E11 peak, with an aver-
age fwhm of 59 nm. The deep levels lie well below E11.
The separation in energy of the deep level is, in order
from the green curve to the navy curve, 231, 105, 181,
143, 112, 188, and 156 meV. That is, it ranges from 105
to 231meV. It is likely that there are longer wavelength
deep levels for which our detection system is not
sensitive.

Figure 3. Spectral evolution with illumination. (a) Spatial image of suspended nanotube (color scale is in raw counts). (b)
Imaging spectroscopy or “hyperspectral image” of the same tube. The x-axis is spectral, with long wavelength to the right.
The y-axis is spatial, with the same scale as (a). (c) Spectral evolution of one segment of the nanotube, (d) slices of the tube PL
spectrum at the beginning (black), just before the appearance of luminescent deep levels (red). The solid lines are Lorentzian
fits. (e) Same two curves in black and red, and examples of the new deep levels that appear (other colors). The solid lines are
Gaussian fits.
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Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in
deep levels in nanotube PL. Early on in ensemble
studies, ultraviolet (UV) radiation was shown to induce
deep levels in the photoluminescence excitation (PLE)
map.14 The same sort of deep levels have been re-
ported after UV exposure in a study of chirally purified

tubes as well as single nanotubes, attributed to specific
modes of oxygen chemisorption.15 Nanotubes at-
tacked by atomic hydrogen also show a level 40�80
meV below E11.

16 In that case, the level was attributed
to the brightening of dark excitons due to adsorption,
as opposed to the creation of new dopant levels.

Figure 4. Unusual spectral evolution of a particular nanotube. (a) Spatial image of suspended nanotube. The catalyst stripe
can be seen in the top half of the image, while the bottom part of the tube is over the catalyst free area. (The color scale is in
raw counts.) (b) Imaging spectroscopy of the same nanotube. The x-axis is spectral, with long wavelength to the right. The
y-axis is spatial with the same scale as (a). (c) Spectral evolution of one segment of the nanotube. (d) Close upon emergence of
new levels. (e) Gradual shift and broadening of the PL peak as a function of time, before the appearance of the deep levels. (f)
Initial peak (black), its time evolution (red, green), the transient peak (blue), and the final, decaying peak (pink, dark yellow,
navy). (g) Time evolution of the E11 peak (black), the transient peak (red), and the final decaying peak (green).
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Nanotubes are thought to have spin-triplet dark ex-
citons lying below the bright E11 singlet, and adsor-
bates might break the symmetry which formally
forbids light emission from those states. Structure-
dependent deep levels have been reported in the
range of 0.1 to 0.2 eV for hole-doped nanotubes.17

The insensitivity of the deep level to dopant type has
led to the attribution of these deep levels to the Xþ
trion, which is a charged exciton consisting of two
holes and one electron. Although they could not be
created with low power cw excitation, deep levels
were observed after exposing nanotubes to high
pulse intensities.5 In that case, deep levels (∼0.19 eV)
were attributed to photoinduced defect levels. Those
levels seem consistent with what we see here.
Here, the levels are very deep, and the depth varies

even for a single nanotube. The levels might loosely
be grouped into three sets: one at ∼0.10 eV, one at
∼0.18 eV, and one at∼0.23 eV below E11; however, the
groupsmight also be coincidental. In any case, they are
much deeper than any expected dark exciton but seem
consistent with the idea of deep dopant levels. That
they are spatially localized in most cases might be a
hint that ionized fixed dopants are to blame, not free
Xþ trions; however, trions, because they are charged,
would also be localized by any potential wells, and the
spatial resolution is probably not high enough to
exclude them on that basis alone.
Figure 4 shows similar data for another tube. This

shows a somewhat similar evolution; however, this
tubewas atypical and very interesting in that the entire
tube simultaneously hopped at two distinct times to
new levels, whichwere shallower than themore typical
ones like those above. The spatial image is shown in
Figure 4a, using a 100� objective with 0.4 s integration
time. The incident power was 2.85 mW at 405 nm. The
catalyst area can be seen as a diffuse stripe on the top
half of the image because of the abundant nanotubes
there. The tube extends off the catalyst to the catalyst-
free area at the bottom. Figure 4b shows the spectrally
resolved image, this time at the full 7.5 mW. Longer
wavelength is to the right. Because the tube is not
vertical, the absolute spectral calibration is y-axis-de-
pendent. The entire video is shown in Supporting
Information.
Figure 4c shows the time evolution of the PL aver-

aged over a 2.2 μm (4 pixel) long segment on the
catalyst-free region. The PL is entirely stable for the first
∼30 s and then begins fluctuating. After 182 s, the PL
peak red shifts abruptly, and 2 s later, it red shifts again.
The PL then fades away roughly exponentially at this
fixedwavelength. Figure 4e shows the gradual red shift
that occurs over the initial 182 s. The PL peaks are
normalized to unity to emphasize only the shift, not the
blinking, that occurs in the later stages. Each successive
curve is 30 s apart, showing that the red shift is gradual
and steady. Initially, the peak position, as determined

by a Lorentzian fit, is 1488.5 ( 0.2 nm with a width of
27.8 ( 0.5 nm. By 180 s, just before the onset of the
transition to the deep levels, the peak has shifted to
1499.6( 0.3 nm with a width of 36.8( 0.7 nm. The PL
peak position shifts by 62 pm/s.
Figure 4f shows the spectral shift. The initial PL

spectrum is in black. The red and green curves are
90 s intervals. The blue curve shows the transient peak,
with a Lorentzian fit yielding 1526.0 ( 0.4 nm center
and 47 ( 1 nm width. The magenta curve shows the
final deep level, with a Lorentzian fit yielding 1572.0(
0.4 nm center and an unchanged 47( 1 nmwidth. The
dark yellow curve is 10 s later, and subsequent curves
are at 20 s intervals. The transient level then is about
14 meV below E11, while the final level is about 38 meV
below E11.
Figure 4g shows the time evolution of the original

E11 peak in black, the transient peak in red, and the final
deep level in green. The wavelength integrated inten-
sity averaged over a 2.2 μm (4 pixel) long segment is
shown. The PL intensity is seen to be steady at the 10%
level for the first 30 s, after which sudden downward
spikes appear. After about 10 s, these downward spikes
become resolved into plateaus that are basically just
like the “stepwise quenching” of ref 4. In contrast with
this reference, there is no exposure to acid but only
exposure to a continuous wave laser, and yet it be-
haves very much like a nanotube which has been
attacked by a single molecule quencher. This is similar
to the oxygen ambient PL of ref 7. Finally, the E11 peak
jumps to the transient level and then to the deep level.
This deep level decays away nearly exponentially. Any
jumps to deeper levels would likely be invisible to us
because of the loss of detector sensitivity at still longer
wavelengths.
Returning to gradual shift seen in the initial stages,

one experiment was uniquely instructive, though
unfortunately we have not been successful so far at

Figure 5. Uniqueblue shifting event observed. The initial PL
peak is in black. The absolute wavelength is not calibrated,
so the scale is centered at the center of the initial E11. After
34 s illumination, the peak underwent a sudden band gap
shift transition, blue shifting to the red curve. Subsequent
curves at 1 min intervals show the gradual red shift, broad-
ening, and slight decay in PL intensity (green, blue, cyan,
magenta, yellow, navy, violet), nearly matching and even-
tually surpassing the original peak position.
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reproducing it. We once observed an SWNT undergo a
sudden blue shift before the gradual red shift. The
spectral data are shown in Figure 5, and the video is
included in the Supporting Information. Regrettably,
thewavelengthwas not absolutely calibrated, but each
pixel corresponds to approximately 3.85 nm, with long
wavelength to the right. We therefore plot the wave-
length of the spectrum relative to the initial center of
the peak at 0 nm. The initial peak (thick black line)
wavelength was not determined, but it lies in the near-
infrared band (∼1.0 to 1.6 μm). These data were taken
with the 100� objective at full power with about
7.5 mW 405 nm incident on the sample and a 400 ms
integration time. This is a very bright tube, with per unit
length brightnesses on par with the very bright tube
shown in Figure 1. After 34 s illumination, the spectrum
abruptly blue shifts 32 ( 1 nm (thick red line) and
brightens by a factor of 1.80 ( 0.07 based on
Lorentzian fits to the peak position and area. Subse-
quent illumination causes the peak to gradually red
shift back and return to lower intensities. Each succes-
sive curve in Figure 5 is shown at 1 min intervals. After
3�4min, the peak looks similar in intensity and bright-
ness to how it looked initially. The peak continues to
red shift, weaken, and broaden as time goes on.

DISCUSSION

Next we discuss the origin of these effects. First we
consider the small, gradual red shift that occurs before
the onset of any blinking or deep levels. The red shift is
reminiscent to the sudden blue shift (∼30meV) we call
the band gap shift transition (BST) which occurs when
nanotubes are heated enough to desorb atmospheric
adsorbates.18 This transition has also been observed
for intentionally ethanol-adsorbed nanotubes.19 The
fact that the nanotube in Figure 5 first underwent a
blue shift of a similarmagnitude to the BST, followedby
gradual red shift which nearly overlaps and ultimately
surpasses the original peak, suggests that the blue and
red shifts arise from similarmechanisms. The nanotube
initially heats up enough to desorb adsorbates, and
the reduction in effective dielectric constant causes a
blue shift. The red shift would then occur as the
nanotube accreted atmospheric adsorbates. We shall
argue below that this is not a passive process, but that
it is actually active. However, first we shall discuss other
evidence of reactions with adsorbates in the blinking
data.
As seen above, short segments of nanotubes

showed the same kind of stepwise jumps in PL inten-
sity described in detail in ref 4. In their case, the jumps
were induced by intentionally chemically attacking the
nanotube by the addition of acids which protonated
the nanotube locally. Here, the nanotube is always
in the same ambient, in air, at atmospheric pressure,
and we have not altered the atmospheric composition.

The stepwise blinking is perhaps a bit surprising, then,
and certainly is if one has in mind an idealized pristine
nanotube sitting in perfect vacuum. The simplest ex-
planation is that the stepwise blinking is exactly the
same phenomena, molecular adsorption, but in this
case, it is molecular adsorption from the ambient gas
atmosphere. A possible culprit is gaseous oxygen,
which can be highly reactive, in particular in singlet
form. The presence of oxygen is known to quench
nanotube PL in solution,20 and oxygen has the effect of
p-doping,21 and in general, it is responsible for the
degradation of many organic materials. Recent work
has indicated that oxygen andwater work in tandem to
p-dope nanotubes,22 and electrostatic doping has also
been shown to cause the loss of PL.23 Importantly,
freely suspended nanotubes are reported to show
photoluminescent blinking in oxygen ambient, but
not in inert gases.7 Blinking induced by intense illumi-
nation ofmicelle-encapsulated nanotubes onmica and
glass was attributed to oxygen chemisorption.5

There are additional features in the blinking which
are not readily explained in terms of static molecular
quenchers adsorbing or desorbing as proposed in ref 4.
For example, in Figure 4g, before new stepwise levels
become clearly defined, there are spikes down and
back up to the stepwise level. Rather than adsorbates
adsorbing at the appearance of the spike and then
desorbing, it seems more likely that the adsorbate
binds at the initial spike, but it is quickly filled or
screened by neighboring charge. The dopant may still
be present, but the brightness spikes back up because
charge fills the level or otherwise screens it. The spikes
would evolve into plateaus as time goes on, and more
adsorbates bind, further doping the tube, making it
less able to screen or fill the new charge states.
The sloped segments of the stepwise plateaus seen

in Figure 2c are also difficult to understand on the basis
of adsorption and desorption alone, but they might be
understandable in terms of changes in the local elec-
trostatic environment.
The appearance of deep levels is related to the

blinking. Processes expected to give rise to deep levels
include brightening of dark excitons, trions, or other
charged excitons and the introduction of dopant or
defect states. Dark excitons are electron�hole pairs
with symmetries for which optical recombination is
forbidden to first order such as spin-triplets. Other
perturbations might break that symmetry. However,
the deep levels here are very deep, and the dark
exciton is thought to be shallow, so this does not seem
to be the best explanation. The trion is a three particle
quasi-particle. The positive trion consists of two holes
and one electron and has been reported for SWNTs,
with hole doping inducing a trion at a specific deep
level below E11 in that case.17 However, here we have
many levels, so they cannot be assigned to the trion, or
at least they would have to represent various states of
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charged excitons. Finally, defect states are blamed by
others for deep levels.6,14,15 Defect states typically lead
to doping, and doping has been observed experimen-
tally to quench PL.4,20,23 Theoretical explanations for
such quenching have been proposed.24,25 Moreover,
defect-induced quenching is used to understand how
the excitonic quantum efficiency drops with doping in
diffusion-limited contact quenching models.26 Cer-
tainly doping is well-established in bulk semiconduc-
tors to introduce new optical levels. For all of these
reasons, doping or defect-related states seem themost
likely explanation for the deep levels here.
The blinking phenomena that preceed the overt

appearance of deep levels might be explained also
by the gradual introduction of dopants which, if they
are present in very low concentrations, would provide
a spatially nonuniform pathway for excitonic recombi-
nation, as in diffusion-limited contact quenching.26 If
the levels are sufficiently sparse, they are like buckets
which can become full, and so invisible, leaving the
tube bright, only to empty and become quenchers
again. Rather than the adsorption and desorption of
dopants, it is likely that much of the blinking and its
onset stem initially from the introduction of dopant
levels which fluctuate in terms of their charge state and
so become hidden and revealed alternately. That is, a
dopant may remain present, but its effect will depend
on how mobile charge surrounds it. It can be filled
completely or screened out if the charge environment
permits. One can view the energy level structure as a
kind of waterfall, with excitons diffusing from the
highest E11 levels into defect states which fill and

empty, leading to variations in the state filling of all
levels.
How could illumination induce adsorption and these

effects? Here we propose an explanation. While we
tend to consider the electromagnetic field environ-
ment internal to the nanotube, nanotubes are inher-
ently intimately connected with their environment.
Changes to charge distribution within nanotubes
cause changes to the electromagnetic field well out-
side of the nanotube. The environment is not static but
responds to those changes. When the nanotube is
optically excited, it generates excitons, which are
electron�hole pairs. Another way to look at this is that
electrons and holes which are displaced from one
another are dipoles. It is well-known that the presence
of a dipole polarizes neutral molecules, inducing an
opposing dipole and that opposing dipoles are attrac-
tive, drawing them toward and helping them stick to
the nanotube. A schematic figure of this interaction is
shown in Figure 6. This type of interaction is a van der
Waals force and is very strongly inverse in distance.
Indeed, we have seen that such induced dipole forces
can be strong enough to cause nanotubes to crash into
a surface;27 we have also seen how charge on the
nanotube can induce charge polarization and redis-
tribution on the nearby surface around it with visible
consequences in SEM.28

If one considers the exciton as an “instantaneous”
dipole, and if the interaction is with an induced dipole,
for example, induced on a neutral oxygen molecule,
the interaction would be considered a London disper-
sion force.29 Any optically induced dipole would also
interact with intrinsically dipolar molecules such as
water, yielding dipole�dipole interaction which would
be strong but also depend on the polarizability (the
ability of permanent dipole to respond to the time
variation of the excitonic dipole) of themolecule at the
exciton frequency.
Such a model seems to explain the observed effects

on the spectrum. On any surface, gas molecules from
the atmosphere will be adsorbing and desorbing all of
the time. In the absence of any external perturbation,
the surface coverage will tend toward an equilibrium.
The excitonic dipole attracts additional molecules
through dipole�dipole interactions. These attracted
molecules accrete on the surface of the nanotube. The
photoinduced excitonic dipole can increase the colli-
sion frequency (collisional cross section), and it can
increase the sticking coefficient.
Elementary thermodynamical and statistical physics

considerations enable a quantitative estimate of the
energy scales and time scales involved. Adsorbates
which are physisorbed on nanotubes can be desorbed
bymoderate heating, thus binding energiesmust be of
order the thermal energy, kBT, where kB is Boltzman's
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. At 20 �C,
this corresponds to 25 meV. For an ideal gas, P = nkBT,

Figure 6. Schematic of the interaction between excitons
and molecules. A single nanotube is illustrated in gray. An
exciton consists of an electron and hole displaced, here
illustrated schematically at one instant as a positively
charged site in blue and a negatively charged site in pink.
This has a dipole moment, represented by the “þ” and “�”
which interacts with molecules in the environment. A
neutral oxygen molecule is illustrated in red. The excitonic
dipole causes charge to reconfigure on the neutral molec-
ule, inducing a dipole, represented by the “�” and “þ”. The
molecule is attracted to the nanotube via this interaction.
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where P is the pressure and n is the molecular density,
and so at atmospheric pressure and temperature, n is
4 � 1026 molecules/m3, which corresponds to one
molecule in each cube 3.4 nm on a side, on average
in the gas phase.
Although the true situation is highly dynamic, the

magnitudes of the electromagnetic interactions can be
estimated in a static picture. The instanteous spatial
separation of the electron and hole in an exciton is
believed to be about 1 nm.30 (The exciton diffusion
length is much larger.) The dipole moment for point
particles is the charge multiplied by the separation, so
the instantaneous dipole moment for the exciton can
be estimated to be pX = (1 nm)e, where e is the
elementary charge. Consider the magnitude of in-
duced dipole that would result in a 50% (i.e., of order
13 meV) change in the binding energy. Neglecting
factors of order unity, dipole�dipole interaction po-
tential energies are of order U = p1p2/4πεr

3, where p1
and p2 are the dipole moments, ε is the permittivity,
and r is the interdipole spacing. Using the free space
permittivity, assuming a separation r = 1 nm, and using
the above dipole moment, a 50% change in binding
energy is induced by a dipole moment of (0.01 nm)e.
This charge displacement is small and appears reason-
able when compared to the van der Waals radius
of 0.15 nm for O2, on the order of 10 times higher.
Stepping slightly away from this fully static picture,

we can estimate that an exciton in a nanotube at
atmospheric temperature and pressure has one colli-
sion with an atmospheric molecule in its lifetime. From
kinetic theory, the impingement rate of nitrogen at
atmospheric pressure and near room temperature is
3 � 1023 molecules/cm2/s.31 For the graphene density
of 38 carbon atoms/nm2, this corresponds to one
molecular collision with each carbon atom every 10
ns. For a diameter d = 0.7 nm nanotube, along the
length of order l = 1 nm defining the exciton at any
given instant, this corresponds to a collision with the
surface area πdl = 2.2 nm2 every 150 ps. This is the
same magnitude as the radiative lifetime in single-
walled carbon nanotubes. This not only indicates the
availability of molecules for photoinduced adsorption
but also points to molecular collisions as a source of
broadening and as a significant factor in the exciton
lifetime of air-suspended carbon nanotubes.
In the context of this simple picture, it is also

straightforward to show that the trajectories of atmo-
spheric molecules can be altered by interactions with
the excitonic dipole. An extreme case is when the
excitonic dipole actually captures a gas-phase-induced
dipole. An average atmospheric gas molecule has
kinetic energy K of K = kBT (up to a small factor of order
unity). Using an excitonic dipole pX = (1 nm)e and
supposing an induced dipole of pI = (0.01 nm)e, the
potential energy U is the same as the kinetic energy
K for a separation of r = 0.8 nm. This indicates that an

average molecule that can be at least that polarized
should be captured by the exciton if it approaches
within 0.8 nm of it. This should be common at atmo-
spheric pressure and temperature.
The induced dipoles should have predictable effects

on the spectrum, as well. Since they oppose the
excitonic dipole, they would tend to reduce the mag-
nitude of the dipole and so reduce the PL peak
intensity. However, such effects may not be so clear
since changes in the PL intensity are also possible due
to the shift in absorption peak wavelengths that result
from dielectric screening. Second, because the inter-
action is attractive, they should shift the peak toward
longer wavelength. This is a microscale picture of
dielectric screening which is used to understand how
PL peaks shift in response to changes in their dielectric
environment. The broadening effect seems to share
the characteristics with what in molecular spectro-
scopy is called “van der Waals broadening” in both
the magnitude and direction of the observed shift.32

The appearance of deep levels seems to fit into this
dipole-inducedmolecular deposition picture, as well, if
one supposes that occasionally a molecule that comes
in contact with the nanotube transfers charge to it, for
example, via covalent bonding. This could occur if the
molecule is in the vicinity of a region where the
nanotube is in a highly excited state, for example, in
a state like E11, or it could occur if a highly reactive
molecule contacts the nanotube, for example, singlet
oxygen, which is well-known to quench the PL of many
organic fluorophores. This process likely occurs with-
out illumination, but it could be greatly enhanced with
illumination. There would be continuous physisorption
ofmolecules which causes the dipole-induced red shift
and simultaneous chemisorption of dopants which
introduce the deep levels, which ultimately radically
alters the PL spectra.
Physisorption may be more common than chemi-

sorption simply due to greater atmospheric abun-
dance of relatively nonreactive molecules. Photons
through dipole�dipole interaction would then in-
crease the impingement rate on the nanotube. How-
ever, photons could play a more active role and be
responsible for the conversion of molecules from
weakly perturbing physisorbed admolecules intomore
reactive molecules (which would chemisorb and be
responsible for deep levels). There are at least two
distinct pathways whereby light could cause chemi-
sorption instead of physisorption: one when the nano-
tube reactivity is enhanced through photoexcitation
and the other when the molecule is photoexcited to a
reactive excited state. The first path seems quite
possible since the exciton can be viewed as derived
from an antibonding state and hence should be more
reactive. Also, singlet and triplet excitons are thought
to be present in nanotubes, and the presence of vari-
ous excitonic spin statesmight facilitate such reactions.
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As discussed in ref 5, optically excited SWNTs might
transform oxygen into singlet oxygen, which would be
likely to chemisorb.33 The second path seems possible
as well, but the absorption cross section (optical) for
single molecule excitation is small and should depend
strongly on excitation energies. Photons could, for
example, convert triplet oxygen into singlet oxygen.
Under the low excitation power density in these
experiments, we believe that the direct excitation of
oxygen and other molecules into highly reactive states
is likely not very significant.
Regardless of themechanism, a practical outcome of

this work is the ability to use moderate light intensities
to modulate the band gap of the nanotube locally,
producing a true one-dimensional heterostructure.
Modulations of the magnitude of about 30 meV can
be made the scale of the wavelength of the violet light
used here (405 nm) without serious loss of lumines-
cence intensity. In more macroscopic terms, this is a
very high field of 0.7 kV/cm. This provides a way to
perform band gap engineering on carbon nanotubes.
The dipole-induced molecular deposition concept

should enable interesting new ways to controllably

alter nanotubes. We tend to view the nanotube surface
as relatively inert. However, optical excitation provides
a tool to actively induce interactions between the
nanotube and its environment and to make the nano-
tube chemically more reactive.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown how bright air-
suspended luminescent SWNTs undergo a series of
changes even at relatively low illumination intensi-
ties. Changes include spectral red shifts of 10s ofmeV,
blinking, dramatic loss of quantum efficiency, and the
appearance of new deep levels. The pristine nano-
tube has high quantum efficiency, while the photo-
damaged nanotube does not. To explain the evolu-
tion of the spectral features, we introduce a light-
induced molecular deposition picture, based on
attractive forces between the exciton and the dipole
moment of molecules in the surrounding environ-
ment, causing locally enhanced physisorption and
chemisorption. This work is useful as an approach to
locally engineer the band gap and defect densities
along the nanotube.

METHODS
Sample Preparation. SWNTs were grown by water-assisted

atmospheric pressure acetylene chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) in a cold-walled CVD reactor. Cobalt thin film was used
to seed the nanotube synthesis.

Substrates were photolithographically patterned quartz
gratings with varying spacings on the order of 5 μm and
nominal depth of 0.2 μm. Quartz was chosen as a substrate
because of its transparency and very low background fluores-
cence, in contrast to silicon substrates, which are commonly
used.

Optical Setup. Videos were made of the spatially and spec-
trally resolved PL of extended (>10 μm) SWNTs, with a setup
similar to our prior work.3 Here, illumination was with a 50 mW
violet (405 nm) laser. After passing through the optical system
4�8 mW was incident on the sample. The power was varied by
interrupting the beam with two neutral density filters on filter
wheels with optical effective densities ranging from 0.08 to 2.5.
Spectrally resolved images were obtained by using the nano-
tube itself as the slit and diffracting the collimated light off a
45 lines/mm reflection grating, as in ref 3. Here microscope
objectives of 100� (NA 0.7) and 160� (NA 0.95) were used to
collect the emission. Excitation was through these same objec-
tives, using a 50mm lens to defocus the spot, resulting in 60 and
54 μm diameter illuminated spots, respectively. Integration
times of 200 to 400 ms were used to give strong signal-to-noise
ratios even at low excitation powers. (Bright air-suspended
nanotubes are routinely visible with integration times on the
order of 1 ms.) All observations were in ambient conditions, in
room air, and at room temperature.

Laser Power Sweeps. To vary the incident power, the laser
power was fixed but passed through a neutral density filter
wheel with a double stack of filters. The 405 nm laserwas 50mW
full power passed through a depolarizer and the filter wheel
through a defocusing lens and 45� dichroic beam splitter. The
lowest excitation powers used filter OD 2.5, and the highest
powers used filter OD 0.08. In Figure 1, the nanotube was
excited and imaged through the 160� objective with a ∼54 μm
diameter spot. With this objective, at full power, the incident

power on the samplewas 4.4mW. For each filter combination, the
datawere taken for several seconds, amounting to dozens of data
points for each laser power. Figure 1a shows the segment at the
second highest power (filter OD 0.14). It is very bright, with peak
intensities of nearly 6000ADU (analog to digital units) countswith
200 ms integration; however, it has already sustained some
damage by this point. For this objective, 1 ADU count corre-
sponded to 65 photons, so peak PL intensities are 2 � 106

photons/s/pixel.
The tube segment measured in Figure 1c was 5.3 μm long.

At thismagnification, 1μmcorresponds to 2.8 pixels. To go from
detected photons to integrated photons, it was assumed that
the emission was isotropic. The 160� objective has NA 0.95, so
scaling that isotropically to 4π steradians results in a factor of
2.9. More realistic would be to use a dipole radiation pattern,
which introduces a cosine factor that would slightly reduce the
correction factor. To go from incident photons to photons/unit
area, it was assumed that the illumination intensity was uniform
across the entire spot. This is only an approximation since the
diode produces an elliptical beam and the optical system
distorts it in several ways. Moving the nanotube across the field
leads to increases and decreases in intensity of approximately a
factor of 5. This illumination nonuinformity is themain source of
error in the absolute excitation intensities.

For the tube segment in Figure 2d, a 100� objective with
NA 0.7 was used, and scaling isotropically to 4π results in a
correction factor of 6.8. It was assumed that the illumination
was uniform across the 60 μm diameter spot. Again, this is
the largest source of error and leads to an overestimate of the
quantum efficiency. For this objective, the calibrated response
of the systemwas 100photons/ADU count. The integration time
was 400 ms. Thus, for reference, peak brightnesses of 1000
counts/pixel correspond to collected photon fluxes of 2.5� 105

photons/s/pixel, which with the isotropic correction factor
becomes 1.7 � 106 photons/s/pixel. There are 1.82 pixels/μm
here.

Fits. In Figure 1c, the dotted black line is a linear fit, with best
fit y = (7.02( 0.07)� 10�5x giving a statistical R2 of 0.93. The solid
black line is a power law, with best fit y = (0.009( 0.003)x0.81(0.01
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giving a statistical R2 of 0.96. The dotted red line is a linear fit, with
best fit y= (4.16( 0.03)� 10�6xgiving a statisticalR2 of 0.972. The
solid red line is a power power law y = (2.9( 0.9)� 10�5x0.92(0.01

giving a statistical R2 of 0.976. All fits were computed with the
open source program QtiPlot.

In Figure 2d, the dotted black line is a linear fit, with best fit
y = (3.02 ( 0.02) � 10�6x giving a statistical R2 of 0.989. The
solid black line is a power law, with best fit y = (9 ( 2) �
10�6x0.957(0.009 giving an onlymarginally better R2 of 0.990. Two
lines are plotted in red; however, they overlap so completely as
to be indistinguishable on this scale, and any deviation from
linearity is below the true experimental sensitivity. The dotted
red line is a linear fit with best fit y = (1.07( 0.01) � 10�6x with
an R2 of 0.9602. The solid red line is a power law y = (4 ( 2) �
107x1.03(0.02 with an R2 of 0.9607.

Quantum Efficiency. For the pristine tube, emitting on the
order of 10�4 photons/μm per photon incident in a μm2

necessary implies a high quantum efficiency. The tube diameter
is approximately 1 nm and is much longer than 1 μm in length,
so if it had 100% capture cross section, one would expect 1
photon in 103 captured. However, the nanotube is so thin that
only ∼1% is expected to be absorbed. Early experimental data
put the cross section near 0.5%,34 though more recent data,
such as that from graphene, indicate it is higher. Assuming the
tube is like a graphene double layerwith 2πR= 4% absorption11

leads to an expectation of 4� 10�5 photons emitted per/μm for
photons incident on 1 μm2 assuming the quantum efficiency
internal to the nanotube is unity. This is less than the measured
value. However, the nonuniformity in excitation intensity is a
significant source of error. Also, the absorption cross section at
405 nmmaybehigher. Still, the quantumefficiency cannot be low.
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